Cloud: Faster Migration, Faster Return

Video Transcript

Accelerating cloud migration is within reach... with the right Trusted Advisors

The digital age is all about cloud. So it’s no surprise that getting to the cloud faster means getting to its many benefits faster.

And there’s a cascading effect that comes with acceleration. The faster you can migrate, the faster you can optimize and start new initiatives.

That’s why the C-Suite is more aggressive in their desire to accelerate than those in the trenches.

Today’s enterprises are in various stages of cloud migration. But it’s cloud first and mass migrators that are achieving benefits fastest; in fact, some within six months.

And they’re blazing a path with some intriguing distinctions. They’re focused on business outcomes and they’re creating and effectively leveraging best practices that other organizations can benefit from.

One of the most promising best practices to move things along?

They’re engaging trusted expert advisors. For good reasons:

From a technology perspective, cloud providers offer access to everything from expertise and innovation to infrastructure and automation tools.

And from an organizational perspective, global systems integrators can help shape culture and priorities, while shouldering resource-intensive tasks like strategy development and implementation.
So what should you look for in your cloud advisors? The experts that can do the heavy lifting… so you can redirect resources back into your business.

Accenture and AWS, through the Accenture AWS Business Group, can do all of that and more.